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[1] Numerical modeling of mantle convection is challenging. Owing to the multiscale nature of mantle
dynamics, high resolution is often required in localized regions, with coarser resolution being sufficient
elsewhere. When investigating thermochemical mantle convection, high resolution is required to resolve
sharp and often discontinuous boundaries between distinct chemical components. In this paper, we present
a 2‐D finite element code with adaptive mesh refinement techniques for simulating compressible thermo-
chemical mantle convection. By comparing model predictions with a range of analytical and previously
published benchmark solutions, we demonstrate the accuracy of our code. By refining and coarsening
the mesh according to certain criteria and dynamically adjusting the number of particles in each element,
our code can simulate such problems efficiently, dramatically reducing the computational requirements
(in terms of memory and CPU time) when compared to a fixed, uniform mesh simulation. The resolving
capabilities of the technique are further highlighted by examining plume‐induced entrainment in a ther-
mochemical mantle convection simulation.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
[2] Numerical modeling, in combination with obser-
vations from geology, seismology, and geochemistry,
is a very powerful tool to study the geodynamics
of the Earth’s mantle. Three‐dimensional models
in Cartesian and spherical geometries with variable
viscosities have been developed with advances of
computational capability [e.g., Tackley, 1996;
Bunge et al., 1997; Zhong et al., 2000]. However,
the resolution problem arises in mantle convection
modeling when more realistic physics is included,
such as when using very high Rayleigh numbers
[e.g., Zhong, 2005], or including chemical piles at
the bottom of the Earth’s mantle for thermo-
chemical convection [e.g., van Keken et al., 1997;
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Kellogg et al., 1999; McNamara and Zhong,
2004, 2005]. In order to resolve fine structures
in these models, very high resolution is needed
which may exceed the memory storage and
computational capability for current computer
systems. Particularly, high resolution (more ele-
ments) is a crucial requirement in thermochemical
mantle convection studies in order to resolve fine
chemical boundaries and to avoid artificial
chemical diffusion [e.g., van Keken et al., 1997].
[3] Many mantle convection codes like Stag3D
[Tackley, 1996] or Citcom [Moresi et al., 1996;
Zhong et al., 2000] allow local mesh refinement
before the starting of calculations, such as to
resolve the thin top and bottom thermal boundary
layers in thermal convection by presetting finer
meshes for the boundary layers. However, since the
meshes used in Stag3D and Citcom have assumed
connectivity which must remain fixed in time, they
cannot resolve fine structures which develop over
time (e.g., thermal plumes in thermal convection or
chemical boundaries in thermochemical mantle
convection).
[4] A technique, termed adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR), allows us to refine meshes locally wherever
higher resolution is required (e.g., in regions with
high temperature gradients or large viscosity con-
trasts), while leaving other regions with relatively
coarse resolution [Löhner et al., 1985; Peraire et al.,
1987; Albers, 2000; Tu et al., 2005, 2006; Davies
et al., 2007, 2008; Burstedde et al., 2008; Stadler
et al., 2010]. More importantly, AMR enables us to
deal with dynamical adjustment of mesh distribu-
tion, which is extremely important for tracing and
resolving thermal plumes or chemical boundaries in
thermochemical mantle convection studies.
[5] For a mantle underlain by a dense chemical layer,
the dense material is continuously entrained by
upwelling mantle plumes, provided the excess
chemical density is low enough. Estimating how fast
the dense materials are entrained from the deep
mantle into the upper mantle is important for under-
standing the evolution history of the Earth’s mantle
and the distribution of mantle chemical hetero-
geneities [Sleep, 1988; Davaille, 1999; Jellinek and
Manga, 2002; Gonnermann et al., 2002; Zhong
and Hager, 2003; Huang, 2008]. The entrainment
rate of a dense layer by mantle plumes has been
studied analytically [Sleep, 1988], experimen-
tally [Davaille, 1999; Jellinek and Manga, 2002;
Gonnermann et al., 2002] and numerically [Zhong
and Hager, 2003; Huang, 2008]. However, previ-
ous numerical models are confined by a resolution
limit which is imposed by the computation time and
memory requirements. Thus, a specific mesh setup
has to be used in order to resolve the chemical
boundaries, i.e., presetting plume positions and the
mesh distribution [Zhong and Hager, 2003; Huang,
2008]. With AMR techniques, it becomes possible
to locally modify the mesh resolution to resolve the
evolving chemical boundaries and to study the
entrainment problem in general thermochemical
convection.
1.2. Previous Work
[6] AMR has been successfully implemented into
mantle convection models [Albers, 2000; Davies
et al., 2007, 2008; Stadler et al., 2010]. Albers
[2000] was able to treat viscosity variations up to
10 orders of magnitude with a local mesh refine-
ment technique in thermal convection models.
Based on the octree data structure and AMR tech-
niques, Stadler et al. [2010] were able to simulate
plate tectonics with individual plate margins
resolved down to a scale of 1 km in a 3‐D global
mantle convection model, but their models are also
for purely thermal convection. Davies et al. [2007]
implemented fully unstructured AMR, for both
thermal and thermochemical convection. Compari-
son of their model predictions with benchmark
results demonstrates the accuracy and efficiency of
such techniques for purely thermal convection.
However, for thermochemical models, Davies et al.
used a field method for simulating the chemical
composition. Owing to the large numerical diffu-
sion associated with such schemes [van Keken
et al., 1997], their results failed to match the
benchmark values, even with the localized high
resolution afforded by AMR. AMR alone therefore,
is not sufficient to ensure accurate thermochemical
simulations and a specialized method for dealing
with the compositional field is required. It is thus
important to determine whether or not AMR can be
successfully linked with another method for track-
ing chemical heterogeneities, which is one goal of
the current paper.
[7] There are several ways to simulate different
chemical compositions in thermochemical convec-
tion, including the field method, marker chain
method, tracer method and particle level set
method. In the field method, the compositional field
is described by a continuous field (similar to tem-
perature) and modeled by an advection‐diffusion
equation with a small compositional diffusivity [van
Keken et al., 1997]. With the continuous field
method, the inaccurate flux approximation close to
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the discontinuous chemical boundaries introduces
spurious numerical undershoots and overshoots that
produce dispersion errors. These dispersion errors
may lead to numerical instability, and a filter
scheme is required to remove these errors [Lenardic
and Kaula, 1993]. An intrinsic problem for the field
method is the severe numerical diffusion [van
Keken et al., 1997], for which high resolution pro-
vided with AMR techniques helps little [Davies
et al., 2007]. In the marker chain method, the
interface between two different compositions is
discretized with a series of markers that are advected
to track the evolution of the chemical interface. The
marker chain method is good at avoiding numerical
diffusion. But when the chemical composition
region is stretched to a large extent, this method
suffers from the exponential growth of the chain
[vanKeken et al., 1997]. Themarker chainmethod is
also difficult to generalize to 3‐D models.
[8] Another way to simulate different chemical
compositions is through the tracer method [e.g., van
Keken et al., 1997; Tackley and King, 2003]. In this
method, the chemical compositions are represented
by a large number of passive particles that advect
with the flow field. The tracer method is the most
popular one used in the geodynamics community,
not only because it largely avoids numerical diffu-
sion, but because its implementation is quite simple
and straightforward. Recently, a particle level set
method is introduced for capturing chemical interface
[Enright et al., 2002; Hieber and Koumoutsakos,
2005] and is implemented for studying geophysi-
cal problems [Braun et al., 2008; Samuel and
Evonuk, 2010]. This method puts particles in the
vicinity of chemical interfaces. The particles define
an implicit level set function from which the inter-
face location can be extracted via a contouring
algorithm. It is proposed that the particle level set
method performs faster than the normal tracer
method and is good at tracking sharp discontinuities
[Samuel and Evonuk, 2010]. But due to the intro-
duction of the level set function and the required
reinitialization processes, the implementation of the
particle level set method may not be as straight-
forward as the tracer method.
1.3. This Study
[9] Here we focus on how the tracer method can be
implemented together with AMR. The classical
tracer methods only use one type of tracers to
represent the different chemical composition [van
Keken et al., 1997, and references therein]. Even
if particles are uniformly spaced initially, the den-
sity of particles can vary significantly in space as
convection evolves with time, which leads to the
particle distribution problem. In some elements,
there may be too few, or no particles such that the
chemical composition for these elements cannot be
appropriately represented, while for other elements,
there may be excessive number of particles which
are not necessary. The distribution problem can be
improved by a tracer ratio method, i.e., having two
different “dense” and “regular” particles with
composition being equal to the local fraction of
“dense” particle [e.g., Tackley and King, 2003].
However, with the adaptive mesh refinement
method where meshes are dynamically refined and
coarsened, the number of particles in elements may
decrease/increase dramatically due to mesh refine-
ment/coarsening. Therefore the particle distribution
problem becomes much worse even with the tracer
ratio method and needs to be dealt with care.
[10] Based on the finite element method, and
inspired byAMRmethod in the studies byBurstedde
et al. [2008] and Stadler et al. [2010], we develop a
compressible thermochemical mantle convection
code with the adaptive mesh refinement techniques
in 2‐D Cartesian geometry. We first present
numerical techniques for implementing the adaptive
mesh refinement into a compressible mantle con-
vection model. After that, we demonstrate how to
incorporate the tracer ratio method together with the
AMR techniques. Then, the numerical results from
the AMR code are compared with analytic solutions
and previously published benchmark results for
Stokes flow, thermal convection, single vortex flow
and Rayleigh‐Taylor instability problems. To finish,
we present an application of the AMR code by
analyzing the chemical entrainment rate for ther-
mochemical convection and demonstrate the pow-
erful resolving capability of the code.
2. Numerical Techniques for Adaptive
Mesh Refinement
2.1. The Governing Equations
for Thermochemical Convection
in the Earth’s Mantle
2.1.1. Compressible Mantle Convection
[11] The nondimensional governing equations for
compressible mantle convection include the con-
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servation equations of mass, momentum and energy
[e.g., Leng and Zhong, 2008]
ruið Þ;i ¼ 0; ð1Þ
p; jij þ ij; j þ rRa T  Trð Þ  p½ i2 ¼ 0; ð2Þ
r _T þ uiT;i þ rDu2 T þ Tsð Þ ¼ T;i
 
;i
þ D
Ra
ijui; j þ rH ;
ð3Þ
where rr, u, p, t, T, Tr, Ts, g,  andH are the vertical
density profile, velocity, dynamic pressure, devia-
toric stresses, temperature, reference temperature,
surface temperature, mantle compressibility, ther-
mal diffusivity and heat production rate, respec-
tively; i and j are the spatial indices and 2 means in
the vertical direction; d is the Kronecker delta
function; _T is the local time rate of change of
temperature; Ra is the thermal Rayleigh number and
D is the dissipation number.
[12] The Rayleigh number Ra, dissipation number
D and mantle compressibility g are defined as
Ra ¼ 00g0DTd
3
00
; ð4Þ
D ¼ 0g0d
Cp 0
; ð5Þ
 ¼ D
G0
; ð6Þ
where r0, a0, g0, DT, d, 0, h0, Cp_0 and G0 are
dimensional numbers of surface density, surface
thermal expansivity, surface gravitational accelera-
tion, temperature contrast between surface and the
core‐mantle boundary (CMB), mantle thickness,
surface thermal diffusivity, reference viscosity,
surface specific heat at constant pressure and surface
Grueneisen parameter, respectively. Equations (1)–
(3) are nondimensionalized with the following
scalings: xi = x′i/d, t = t′0/d
2, T = (T ′ − T ′s)/DT,
p = p′d2/(h00), H = d
2H0/(0DTCp_0), where xi,
t and H0 is the coordinate in direction i, time, and
internal heat production rate, respectively. Symbols
with primes are corresponding dimensional values.
Details of the derivations of these equations can be
found in the study by Leng and Zhong [2008]. We
use the Adams‐Williamson equation for density
distribution along vertical direction and obtain
[Leng and Zhong, 2008]
r zð Þ ¼ exp 1 zð Þ½ ; ð7Þ
where z is the nondimensional vertical coordinate.
2.1.2. Thermochemical Mantle Convection
[13] For compressible thermochemical convection,
equation (2) becomes
p; jij þ ij; j þ rRa T  Trð Þ  p  RbC½ i2 ¼ 0; ð8Þ
where Rb is the chemical Rayleigh number which
is defined as Rb = Drg0d0
3/(0h0) with Dr as the
density difference due to chemical composition
variation; C is the chemical composition. When
using a tracer method, the movement of particles
follows the conservation equation of compositions
_C þ uiC;i ¼ 0; ð9Þ
where _C is the local time rate of change of chem-
ical composition.
2.1.3. The Solvers of the Equations
[14] Based on the finite element method, we use a
stabilized Q1‐Q1 scheme to represent velocity and
pressure field [Dohrmann and Bochev, 2004;
Elman et al., 2005; Burstedde et al., 2009]. This
scheme is effective for removing the checkerboard
pattern of pressure field which is normally observed
with a Q1‐P0 scheme [Hughes, 2000].
[15] The matrix form of equations (1) and (2) can
be expressed as
K GT þW
Gþ X D
 
V
P
 
¼ F
0
 
; ð10Þ
where K, GT and G are the stiffness matrix, the
discrete gradient operator and the discrete diver-
gence operator, respectively. V, P and F are the
velocity vector, pressure vector and force vector,
respectively. D is the stabilization matrix for Q1‐Q1
scheme [Elman et al., 2005, p. 243]. W shows the
effects of dynamic pressure on the buoyancy force,
and X shows the effects of mantle compressibility
[Leng and Zhong, 2008].
[16] We solve the matrix equation (10) for the
compressible Stokes flow problem with the modi-
fied Uzawa method [Leng and Zhong, 2008], and
solve the energy equation (3) with the streamline
upwind Petrov‐Galerkin method [Brooks and
Hughes, 1982] that has also been used in mantle
convection code Conman and Citcom [King et al.,
1990; Moresi et al., 1996]. The chemical advection
equation (9) is solved with a predictor‐corrector
and second‐order Runge‐Kutta scheme [Zhong and
Hager, 2003; McNamara and Zhong, 2004].
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2.2. Adaptive Mesh Refinement Technique
2.2.1. The Quadtree Data Structure
and the Morton Code
[17] To solve the governing equations with the finite
element method, first of all the computational
domain needs to be discretized, forming a mesh that
contains elements and nodes. To implement the
adaptive mesh refinement techniques, a good
approach for decomposing the domain is based on
the quadtree data structure in 2‐D, or octree data
structure in 3‐D [Tu et al., 2005; Burstedde et al.,
2008; Stadler et al., 2010]. Figure 1 shows the
representation of a mesh distribution and the corre-
sponding quadtree data structure that we used from
Tu et al. [2005]. Basically, each element in the
domain is represented by a leaf in the main quadtree.
When an element is refined, several child elements
(four for 2‐D and eight for 3‐D) are added to the tree
structure in a lower layer. In Figure 1, the element b
is subdivided into four elements (e, f, g, h) that are
inserted into the quadtree in a lower layer to replace
the element b. Only the volumes represented by the
leaves in the quadtree (a, e, f, g, h, c, d) will be used
as elements in the finite element computation. The
child elements can also be simply removed from the
quadtree structure when high resolution is no longer
necessary. Then the refined elements (e, f, g, h) are
coarsened back to the element b. Based on the
quadtree data structure, the AMR can dynamically
adjust mesh distribution and put high resolution in
regions where fine structures need to be resolved.
[18] Notice that when an element is refined, new
nodes are generated at the center of the element and
possibly at the midpoint of the edges of the element
(Figure 1a). For the new node at the element center,
the velocity, temperature, and the local time rate of
change of temperature are interpolated as the
averaged values from the four nodes of the refined
element. For the new nodes at the midpoint of each
edge, the velocity, temperature, and the local time
rate of change of temperature are interpolated as the
averaged values from the two endpoints of that
edge. When an element is coarsened, we simply
take the values on the nodes that remain after
coarsening.
[19] In order to effectively search and map between
the mesh distribution and the quadtree data struc-
ture, it is very useful to construct another linear
sequential structure for the quadtree with a Morton
code technique [Morton, 1966; Tu et al., 2005].
Each element in the mesh distribution is uniquely
assigned a Morton code which is constructed from
the coordinates of the element. The location of the
elements in the quadtree then can be easily retrieved
from the Morton code (see Tu et al. [2005] for the
details). This feature facilitates searching and
locating elements in the quadtree. Since the Morton
code constructed for the whole domain is a linear
sequence, it is also convenient to partition the
quadtree data structure into different segments for
parallel computation [Tu et al., 2006; Burstedde
et al., 2008; Stadler et al., 2010].
2.2.2. The Hanging Nodes and the Constrained
Matrix Equation
[20] When an element is refined, it is required that
two adjacent elements which share an edge should
Figure 1. The (a) mesh distribution and (b) corresponding quadtree data structure. In Figure 1a, the open circles
show the hanging nodes generated due to the mesh refinement. The arrows show that the values at the hanging nodes
are constrained by their master nodes.
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not differ in edge size by a factor of 2. This
constraint is usually called the balance condition
or the 2‐to‐1 constraint [Bank et al., 1983; Tu
et al., 2005, 2006]. There are several practical
and theoretical reasons for imposing this con-
straint. A detailed argument is referred to Bank
et al. [1983]. Following this constraint, when the
element b in Figure 1 is refined, four nodes
hanging at the midpoint of the edges are generated
and marked as the hanging nodes (open circles).
For conforming finite element methods, the values
(velocities, temperature, etc.) at each hanging node
have to be constrained as the average values of
its master nodes. The master nodes for a hanging
node are defined as the endpoints of the edge
where the hanging node lies. For example, the
velocity at the hanging node 1 in Figure 1a is
constrained as the average velocity of its master
nodes 2 and 3.
[21] With the constraints for the hanging nodes, the
matrix equation (10) needs to be modified to
incorporate the constraints. A typical way to solve
matrix equation with constraints in finite element
analysis is developed by Abel and Shephard [1979]
and Shephard [1984]. They partitioned the matrix
equations into submatrices of constrained and
unconstrained degrees of freedom. The constrained
degrees of freedom are then removed by matrix
transformation. For example, suppose we want to
solve the matrix equation
KV ¼ Y ; ð11Þ
where K, V, and Y are the stiffness matrix, velocity
vector and load vector.We first partition equation (11)
to equation of submatrices as
Kll Klm Kln
Kml Kmm Kmn
Knl Knm Knn
2
4
3
5 VlVm
Vn
2
4
3
5 ¼
Yl
Ym
Yn
2
4
3
5; ð12Þ
where Vl, Vm and Vn represent velocities not related to
hanging nodes and master nodes, velocities of master
nodes and velocities of hanging nodes. Since veloci-
ties of hanging nodes are constrained by their master
nodes, we have the constraining equation
Vn ¼ AnmVm; ð13Þ
where Anm is a constraining matrix with entries of
0.5 and 0.0. By substituting equation (13) into
equation (12), we can remove Vn from the matrix
equation (see Abel and Shephard [1979] for the
details of matrix transformation) and obtain new
matrix equation as
Kll Klm þ KlnAnm
Kml þ ATnmKnl Kmm þ KmnAnm þ ATnmKnm þ ATnmKnnAnm
 
 Vl
Vm
 
¼ Yl
Ym þ ATnmYn
 
; ð14Þ
where Anm
T is the transpose of Anm. Shephard [1984]
further improved this method by performing the
matrix transformation on each individual term of the
stiffness matrix through algebraic operations. We use
Shephard’s [1984] method due to its advantage that
the modified stiffness matrix can be constructed
directly from the element stiffness matrix.
2.3. The Improved Tracer Method
With Adaptive Mesh Refinement
[22] Using particles as tracers to simulate the dif-
ferent chemical compositions in mantle convection
is a common method for thermochemical convec-
tion studies [van Keken et al., 1997; Tackley and
King, 2003; McNamara and Zhong, 2004]. Here
we employ an improved tracer method in our AMR
code, which is similar to the previous tracer ratio
method [e.g., Tackley and King, 2003] but with
modifications for incorporating mesh refinement
and coarsening.
[23] In our tracer method, two different kinds of
particles are introduced to represent two different
compositions with C = 0 and C = 1. Initially, the
particles are uniformly distributed throughout the
computational domain and the compositions of
the particles are assigned from the initial chemical
composition field. The composition of an element
is determined by the ratio of these two different
particles in the element. For example, if there are
n1 particles with C = 0 and n2 particles with C = 1
in an element, the composition of the element is
determined as n2/(n1 + n2). With the advection of
the particles, the evolution of the chemical com-
position field can be simulated.
[24] We solve the particle distribution problem with
dynamical adjustment of the number of particles in
each element. Initially, we put 25 particles uni-
formly distributed in each element. This initial
particle number is not critical since the number of
particles in each element will be frequently modi-
fied with mesh adjustment. We then set the maxi-
mum number of particles, Nmax, and the minimum
number of particles, Nmin, that each element may
contain. Every time when the meshes are adjusted
Geochemistry
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with the AMR techniques, the number of particles
in each element, Ne, is checked. If Ne is smaller
than Nmin and the element composition is greater
than 0.99 or smaller than 0.01, we add a number of
Pa particles into the elements. The positions of
these new particles are randomly distributed in the
element. The compositions of these particles are
determined by the composition of the element (i.e.,
if the element composition is larger than 0.99, we
add particles with C = 1; if the element composition
is smaller than 0.01, we add particles with C = 0). If
Ne is larger than Nmax, we randomly remove parti-
cles in the element by a percentage of Pr. In order to
decide which particle in the element should be
removed, we generate a random number between 0
and 1 for each particle. If the number is smaller than
Pr, the particle is removed. Otherwise, the particle is
preserved. Our experience suggests that the fol-
lowing numbers are effective for simulating chem-
ical compositions in our 2‐D AMR code: Nmin = 4,
Nmax = 30, Pa = 4 and Pr = 50%. Small variations to
these numbers cause negligible influences to our
results. We therefore keep using these numbers in
our AMR code. These numbers may need to be
adjusted for more complicated or realistic mantle
flow problems (e.g., mantle flow with very high
Rayleigh number). The principle is to maintain
certain amount of particles in each element to pre-
serve mass conservation.
2.4. The Rules for Mesh Refinement
and Coarsening
[25] We define two parameters, Ml and Mh, for
describing the extent of mesh refinement in our
2‐D AMR model. Ml and Mh are the lowest and the
highest level for the mesh refinement in each
direction, which means that the number of elements
are restricted between 2Ml and 2Mh in both horizontal
direction and vertical direction. For example, if Ml
and Mh are chosen as 3 and 5, the possible number
of elements in our model is then between 23 × 23
and 25 × 25.
[26] One important problem for the AMR tech-
nique is to construct a good error indicator which
guides the refinement and coarsening of elements
[e.g., Babuvška and Rheinboldt, 1978; Verfurth,
1996; Ainsworth and Oden, 2000]. The design
and implementation of a perfect error indicator can
be quite complicated and is not the focus of this
study. Here we use several rules as discussed below.
These rules are relatively simple and straightfor-
ward. However, we think they are suitable for this
study and good enough to demonstrate our points.
[27] For the Bthre rule, an element is refined to Mh
level if it is at the top or bottom boundaries. This
rule is introduced to ensure that the top and bottom
thermal boundary layers are well resolved in ther-
mochemical convection.
[28] For the Tthre rule, an element is refined if the
horizontal or vertical temperature gradient is
greater than 0.05. For mesh coarsening process, if
the horizontal and vertical temperature gradients
are both smaller than 0.025 for all the subelements
(e.g., e, f, g, and h in Figure 1a), these subelements
are combined into one element through mesh
coarsening processes.
[29] For the Cthre rule, if the chemical composition
of an element, C, is between 0.01 and 0.99, this
element is considered lying at the chemical
boundaries and is refined. For mesh coarsening,
if C is smaller than 0.01 or larger than 0.99 for all
the subelements (e.g., e, f, g, and h in Figure 1a),
these subelements are combined into one element
through mesh coarsening processes.
[30] When two or more rules are used together, we
refine an element if any rule is satisfied for the
element. Notice that when an element is refined, we
also refine a number of Nr elements which are
adjacent to the refined element in all four directions
(top, bottom, left and right). This treatment ensures
that as the simulation evolves, solution structures
that require high resolution do not move into
coarser regions of the mesh. From our current
testing results, we choose Nr = 5, although varying
Nr between 3 and 7 has negligible effects on our
results. A more effective way is to only refine the
neighbor elements in the advection direction
instead of in all four directions. This is a worth-
while point to be explored in future studies.
3. Benchmark Results of the Adaptive
Mesh Refinement Code
3.1. Stokes Flow
[31] To verify our 2‐D AMR code, we first solve
the Stokes flow problem (i.e., equation (10)) with
our code and compare the results with the analytic
solutions from the propagator matrixmethod [Hager
and O’Connell, 1979; Leng and Zhong, 2008]. We
start from an isoviscous case SC1 in a 1 × 1 box. The
compressibility g is set to be zero for this case. The
kinematic boundary conditions are free slip for all
the boundaries. Given the Rayleigh number Ra =
1.0, the buoyancy force is represented by a delta
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function of temperature perturbation at the middepth
of the box,
T x; zð Þ ¼  z 0:5ð Þ cos 	xð Þ; ð15Þ
where x and z are the nondimensional coordinates
in horizontal and vertical direction; d is the Kro-
necker delta function. With the propagator matrix
method, the analytic solutions of the horizontal
velocity (Vs) and vertical normal stress (Srr) at the
surface are obtained and shown in Table 1. For
case SC1, the refinement parameters Ml and Mh are
set to be 5 and 7, respectively. We simply use Bthre
to refine the boundary elements in the mesh dis-
tribution as shown in Figure 2. The numerical
results for case SC1 are computed and also shown
in Table 1. Notice that these numerical results
represent the maximum horizontal velocity and the
maximum vertical normal stress at the surface. It
can be observed that the differences between the
analytic solutions and the numerical results are
very small. The relative difference for the surface
horizontal velocity "V is 0.2% and the relative
difference for the surface normal stress "S is 0.1%.
Case SC2 is the same as case SC1 except that
mantle compressibility g = 0.5 is introduced. From
equation (7), the density increases by a factor of
1.65 from the surface to the bottom. Similar to case
SC1, "V and "S are both very small, 0.1% for case
SC2 (Table 1).
[32] While cases SC1 and SC2 are both isoviscous
with viscosity equal to 1.0 everywhere, case SV1
and SV2 use a layered viscosity structure that still
allows analytic solutions [Leng and Zhong, 2008].
Case SV1 is the same as case SC1, except that case
SV1 has two layers of different viscosities: vis-
cosity is 1000 and 1 above and below z = 0.84375,
respectively. Since this is a difficult case to be
computed, we use this case to compare our AMR
results with results from uniform meshes. We fix
Ml = 4 and vary Mh from 4 to 7 to compute cases
SV1a, SV1b, SV1c and SV1d as shown in Table 1.
Specifically, we compute the relative error for the
horizontal velocity u1 across the surface as ku1 −
uak/kuak, where k denotes the L2 norm and ua is
the analytic solution. Figure 3 shows the relative
error versus the number of elements that we used
with AMR. In Figure 3, we also plot the results
computed for case SV1 but with uniform meshes
16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, and 128 × 128. It can
be observed that our AMR code can obtain similar
results with less elements than the uniform meshes
(Figure 3), thus is efficient in memory require-
ments. Case SV2 is the same as case SV1, except
that the mantle compressibility g = 0.5 is included
and Ml and Mh are set to be 5 and 7. Table 1
shows that the numerical results and the analytic
results also agree very well with each other for
case SV2.
Figure 2. The refined mesh distribution for case SC1.
Table 1. Benchmark of the AMR Code for Stokes Flowa
Cases g Vs(ana) Vs "V(%) Srr(ana) Srr "S(%)
SC1 0.0 0.04569 0.04559 0.2 0.4863 0.4858 0.1
SC2 0.5 0.06173 0.06165 0.1 0.6096 0.6091 0.1
SV1a 0.0 9.714e‐5 1.053e‐4 8.4 0.5799 0.5597 3.5
SV1b 0.0 9.714e‐5 1.001e‐4 3.0 0.5799 0.5699 1.7
SV1c 0.0 9.714e‐5 9.759e‐5 0.5 0.5799 0.5721 1.3
SV1d 0.0 9.714e‐5 9.757e‐5 0.4 0.5799 0.5726 1.3
SV2 0.5 1.201e‐4 1.206e‐4 0.4 0.6753 0.6734 0.3
aThe g, Vs, and Srr are the mantle compressibility, horizontal velocity at the surface, and radial stress at the surface, respectively. Values with
“(ana)” represent the results from analytic solutions. The "V(%) and "S(%) represent the relative errors between the analytic solutions and the
numerical results for Vs and Srr, respectively. Cases SC1 and SC2 have constant viscosity. Cases SV1 and SV2 have layered viscosity. Notice
that for all these cases Ml and Mh are set to be 5 and 7, except for cases SV1a–SV1d, where Ml = 4 is fixed and Mh increases from 4 to 7.
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3.2. Thermal Convection
[33] By solving equation (10) with the energy
conservation equation (3), our code can be used to
study thermal convection problems. We first com-
pute a thermal convection case TC1 with Ra =
1.0e4 and g = D = H = 0. This case is the same as
case 1a in the benchmark paper of incompressible
mantle convection by Blankenbach et al. [1989].
The box dimension is 1 × 1 and the kinematic
boundary conditions are free slip for all the
boundaries. The top and bottom boundaries are
isothermal and the nondimensional temperatures
are fixed as 0.0 and 1.0 at the top and bottom
boundaries, respectively. The sidewall boundaries
are thermally insulated. We use an initial temper-
ature profile which linearly increases from 0.0 at
the top to 1.0 at the bottom and a small perturbation
to start the convection. For the mesh refinement,
we fix Ml = 4 and varies Mh from 4 to 7 to compute
cases TC1a, TC1b, TC1c and TC1d as shown in
Table 2. We use both Bthre and Tthre to refine the
meshes.
[34] We run cases TC1a–TC1d to steady state.
Figure 4a shows the mesh distribution and the
nondimensional temperature field after case TC1d
reaches the steady state. It can be observed that
elements with large temperature gradients are
refined. The Nusselt number Nu and root‐mean‐
Figure 3. The relative error of horizontal velocity versus number of elements for case SV1 using AMR and uniform
meshes. For the AMR, we fix Ml = 4 and varies Mh from 4 to 7; for the uniform meshes, we use 16 × 16, 32 × 32,
64 × 64, and 128 × 128 elements, respectively.
Table 2. Benchmark of the AMR Code for Thermal Convectiona
Cases g Nu Nu_b "N(%) Vrms V_brms "R(%)
TC1a 0.0 4.8935 4.8844 0.2 43.04 42.86 0.4
TC1b 0.0 4.8904 4.8844 0.1 42.97 42.86 0.3
TC1c 0.0 4.8818 4.8844 0.05 42.94 42.86 0.2
TC1d 0.0 4.8855 4.8844 0.02 42.99 42.86 0.3
TC2 0.0 10.077 10.066 0.1 485.8 480.4 1.1
TC3 0.5 5.4533 5.4240 0.5 241.7 238.6 1.3
aThe g, Nu, and Vrms are the mantle compressibility, Nusselt number, and root‐mean‐square velocity for the whole box, respectively. Nu_b and
V_brms are the benchmark results published before for the Nusselt number and root‐mean‐square velocity. The "N(%) and "R(%) represent the
relative errors between our numerical results and previously published benchmark results for Nu and Vrms, respectively We obtain the
benchmark results for the cases TC1 and TC2 from Blankenbach et al. [1989] and for the case TC3 from King et al. [2010]. Notice that for
cases TC1a–TC1d, Ml = 4 is fixed and Mh increases from 4 to 7, while for cases TC2 and TC3, Ml and Mh are set to be 5 and 7, respectively.
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square (RMS) velocity Vrms are computed and
compared with the benchmark results published by
Blankenbach et al. [1989]. The relative errors for
Nu and Vrms are both very small for these cases
(Table 2). To compare the results from AMR and
uniform meshes, we compute three cases with
uniform resolution and plot their surface heat flux
results in Figure 5. These three cases are identical
to case TC1, except that they are using uniform
resolution as 32 × 32, 64 × 64, and 128 × 128,
respectively. The surface heat flux for case TC1 is
also computed with Ml = 5 and Mh = 7 and shown
in Figure 5. The comparison of surface heat flux
shows that case TC1 with AMR techniques
achieves the same accuracy for the surface heat
flux as the case with uniform resolution 128 × 128
(Figure 5), although case TC1 uses only a quarter
of elements (i.e., 3952 elements for the case TC1).
[35] To show the time efficiency of our AMR code,
we plot the relative error of Nu for case TC1 versus
the CPU time (Figure 6). In Figure 6, the black line
shows the results from uniform mesh 64 × 64, and
the red line shows the results from AMR with
Ml = 5 and Mh = 7. It can be observed that it takes
less time for our AMR code to achieve equal or
better accuracy compared with uniform meshes.
Davies et al. [2007] obtained similar results as
shown in their Figure 7, but their curves are
smoother than ours. We consider this difference is
possibly caused by the fact that they used direct
solver and unstructured meshes while we use iter-
ative solver and structured meshes. We compute the
time required for mesh adjustment for the AMR
case shown in Figure 6 and compare with the total
CPU time. For the total CPU time of 10000 s, the
computation time for the mesh refinement and
coarsening only accounts for ∼0.03%.
[36] Case TC2 is the same as case 2a in the study
by Blankenbach et al. [1989], differing from
case TC1 in that it has a temperature‐dependent
Figure 4. The nondimensional temperature field and mesh distribution (a) for case TC1d with constant viscosity and
(b) for case TC2 with temperature‐dependent viscosity at steady state.
Figure 5. The surface heat flux for case TC1 after it
reaches a steady state computed using AMR and three
uniform meshes. Those cases with uniform meshes are
identical to case TC1 except for the different resolution.
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viscosity h = exp(−ET). Here, h is the viscosity and
E = ln(1000) is the nondimensional activation
energy. We use Ml = 5 and Mh = 7 for case TC2.
Figure 4b shows the mesh distribution and the
nondimensional temperature field after case TC2
reaches steady state. The Nusselt number and RMS
velocity for case TC2 also agree well with the
results by Blankenbach et al. [1989], i.e., 0.1% and
1.1% difference for Nusselt number and RMS
velocity, respectively (Table 2). Case TC3 is the
same as case TC2, except that the mantle com-
pressibility g and mantle dissipation D number are
both 0.5 and the nondimensional surface tempera-
ture is, Ts = 273/3000 = 0.091. This case is the
same case as shown in section 5.2 in the study by
King et al. [2010] with D = 0.5. The comparison
between our results and the benchmark results in
the study by King et al. [2010] shows very small
difference, i.e., 0.5% and 1.3% difference for
Nusselt number and RMS velocity, respectively
(Table 2).
3.3. The Single Vortex Flow
[37] We test our modified tracer method with a
single vortex flow problem which is the same as
the one used by Hieber and Koumoutsakos [2005,
section 5.2]. Initially, a chemical circle with a
radius of 0.15 is put at (0.5, 0.75) in a 1 × 1 box
and filled with particles of C = 1 (Figure 7a). The
outside area is filled with particles of C = 0. The
velocity field in the box is prescribed as a single
vortex flow:
u1
u2
 
¼ 2  sin
2 	xð Þ sin 	zð Þ cos 	zð Þ
sin2 	zð Þ sin 	xð Þ cos 	xð Þ
 
: ð16Þ
We use the chemical composition criterion Cthre to
refine the meshes and choose Ml = 4 and Mh = 8,
respectively.
[38] At t = 3.0, the circle is stretched to be a very
long and thin filament (Figure 7b). The corre-
sponding mesh distribution is shown in Figure 7c.
It can be seen that our improved tracer method
together with the AMR technique is fully capable
of resolving the stretched structure with sharp
boundaries.
[39] This pure advection problem can be used to
test the mass conservation of the chemical field. If
the velocity field in the equation (16) is multiplied
by cos(pt/L), the circle will first be stretched to a
long filament, then be restored to its original shape
within a period of L. In this study, we choose L =
8.0. By comparing the area error between the
original shape (i.e., the exact area of the circle is
0.07069) and the restored shape, the mass conser-
vation of the chemical field can be tested. The area
of the restored shape is numerically computed as
the volume integral of chemical composition.
Figure 6. The relative error of Nu versus CPU time from case TC1 using AMR and uniform meshes. For the AMR,
Ml = 5 and Mh = 7; for the uniform meshes, we use 64 × 64 elements.
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[40] We fix Ml = 4 and vary Mh from 4 to 8 (cases
PA01–PA04 in Table 3). Figure 7d shows the well
restored shape for case PA04 at t = 8.0. Notice that
the neighbor element refinement parameter Nr is
modified from 5 to 3 for these cases. This helps to
reduce the number of particles we used. The
quantitative results are shown in Table 3. The small
errors show that the mass of the chemical field is
well conserved, even for relatively low mesh res-
olution. As Mh increases, the required number of
particles increases and the error slightly decreases
(Table 3). Compared with the results by Hieber and
Koumoutsakos [2005] and the references therein,
our errors and required particles are similar to those
in the hybrid particle level set method [Enright
et al., 2002]. We also fix Ml = 4 and Mh = 6 and
vary Nr between 1 and 5 to observe its effects on
our results (cases PA05–PA06 in Table 3). It can
be noted that a larger Nr reduces the error but
introduces more particles (Table 3).
3.4. Rayleigh‐Taylor Instability
[41] We also verify the modified tracer method with
a Rayleigh‐Taylor problem case RT1. This problem
is the same as the Rayleigh‐Taylor problem tested
in the study by van Keken et al. [1997]. We have a
Figure 7. (a) The initial composition field for the single vortex flow case with Ml = 4 and Mh = 8. (b) The stretched
composition field at t = 3.0 for the single vortex flow case. (c) The mesh distribution corresponding to Figure 7b.
(d) The restored composition field for case PA04 at t = 8.0.
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box of size 0.9142 × 1.0 filled with isoviscous
fluid with viscosity equal to 1.0. Initially, the box
includes two layers of fluids with different densi-
ties. The bottom layer is buoyant with a thickness of
0.2 and the particles are assigned with C = 0. The
particles in the top layer are assigned with C = 1.
The compositional interface is perturbed initially
with w = 0.02 cos(px). We do not consider thermal
and compressible effects, thus Ra = g = D = H = 0.
The chemical Rayleigh number is Rb = 1.0. The top
and bottom boundaries are nonslip and the lateral
boundaries are free slip. For mesh refinement, we
Figure 8. The mesh distribution and chemical composition for case RT1 at two different times: (a and c) t = 0 and
(b and d) t = 1500.
Table 3. Results for the Single Vortex Flowa
Cases Ml Mh Nr Error (%) Particles(t = 8)
PA01 4 5 3 1.2 6232
PA02 4 6 3 0.7 10726
PA03 4 7 3 0.06 19414
PA04 4 8 3 0.04 37065
PA05 4 6 1 0.9 8827
PA06 4 6 5 0.1 13551
aHere “Error” is the relative error of the area of the compositional
field at t = 8 compared to the analytic result of 0.07069. The
numbers listed in the “Particles” column indicate the number of
particles within the domain at t = 8 for each case.
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choose Ml = 6 andMh = 9, respectively. We use the
chemical composition criterion Cthre to refine and
coarsen the mesh.
[42] Figure 8 shows the mesh distribution and
chemical composition field for the case RT1 at two
different times, t = 0 and t = 1500. Figures 8a and
8b show that the chemical boundaries are signifi-
cantly refined and that the mesh refinement evolves
with time to track the chemical boundaries. Visual
comparison between Figure 8d here and Figure 2
by van Keken et al. [1997] shows that our code
successfully reproduces the benchmark results by
van Keken et al. [1997]. Figure 9 shows time
dependence of root‐mean‐square velocity Vrms and
the relative entrainment, e, of the buoyant material
for the case RT1. The relative entrainment, e, is
computed as the volume integral of the buoyant
chemical composition above z = 0.2, and is nor-
malized by the original total volume of the buoyant
material. The benchmark results from different
codes in the study by van Keken et al. [1997] are
also shown in Figure 9. It can be observed that our
results are very similar to the results from other
groups. The results from different groups have
negligible differences for the generation of the first
instability except for the results from SK, but all
have some small difference at t ∼ 750 when the
second instability develops.
[43] To show the time efficiency of our AMR code
for the Rayleigh‐Taylor problem, we compute
three cases with uniform resolution as 64 × 64,
128 × 128, and 256 × 256, respectively. The CPU
time for these three cases to reach the peak of the
first instability (i.e., at t ∼ 210, see Figure 9a) is
502, 7154 and 85738 s, respectively. For the AMR
case discussed above, the corresponding CPU time
is 22423 s, which is much less than the case with
uniform resolution of 256 × 256, although the
highest local resolution of the AMR case is Mh = 9.
4. Computing the Entrainment Rate in
the Thermochemical Mantle Convection
[44] In this section, we demonstrate that our AMR
code may be employed to study entrainment pro-
blems in thermochemical convection which need
high resolution to resolve chemical boundaries.
Although previous numerical models have been
able to use specific mesh setup to quantify the
entrainment rate of a dense layer by mantle plumes
[Zhong and Hager, 2003; Huang, 2008], quanti-
fying the entrainment rate for a general thermo-
chemical convection (i.e., the positions of
upwelling plumes are not preset) is still a chal-
lenging problem.
[45] We start from a case ET1 which is similar to
the thermal convection case TC1 discussed in the
section 3.2, except that the Rayleigh number Ra is
increased from 104 to 105 and that the top and
bottom boundaries are nonslip. Case ET1 uses a
constant viscosity of 1.0. We add a dense layer at
Figure 9. (a) The root‐mean‐square velocity Vrms and (b) the relative entrainment of the buoyant material, with time
for case RT1. The corresponding benchmark results from van Keken et al. [1997] are also plotted. PvK, CND, SK,
and HS are the representations of different groups that are indicated in the study by van Keken et al. [1997].
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the bottom of the box after running the case to a
thermally steady state. The initial thickness of the
dense layer is 0.2. The chemical buoyancy numberB,
which is defined as B = Rb/Ra, is 1.2 for the case
ET1. For themesh refinement, we useBthre,Tthre, and
Cthre to refine the meshes. We choose Ml = 5 and
Mh = 8.
[46] After the dense layer is added, it starts to be
gradually entrained by the upwelling plumes.
Figures 10a and 10c show the mesh distribution,
nondimensional temperature and chemical compo-
sition after case ET1 reaches a quasi steady state
with a dense layer at the bottom. Since we keep
adding and removing particles from the elements to
Figure 10. The mesh distribution, nondimensional temperature, and chemical composition after the thermochemical
convection cases reach a quasi steady state; (a and c) for case ET1 with the buoyancy number B = 1.2 and (b and d) for
the case with the buoyancy number B = 0.6. The white lines in Figures 10c and 10d are the lines over which the
chemical flux is integrated.
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adjust the particle distribution, it is useful to
examine whether the total chemical composition is
conserved during the particle adjustment. We
compute the volume integral of the total dense
composition over the whole box for the case ET1
and normalize it with the original total volume of
the dense layer. Figure 11a shows the variation of
the normalized total composition with time. It can
be observed that the total composition varies less
than 1% for the whole computational process,
indicating that the conservation of chemical com-
position is well satisfied. Notice that we add the
dense layer only after case ET1 reaches thermally
steady state at t = 0.206, consequently the total
composition is computed starting from time t =
0.206 instead of t = 0.0.
[47] We compute the entrainment rate of the dense
material for case ET1 with two different methods.
In the first method, we first determine the time
dependence of the total volume of the entrained
dense material above z = 0.5 (i.e., the integral of C
for z greater than 0.5, Figure 11b), then the
entrainment rate is computed from the rate of the
entrained material with time (i.e., the slope of
Figure 11b) after the entrainment reaches steady
state [Zhong and Hager, 2003]. In Figure 11b, we
consider that after time t = 0.25 the entrainment rate
for case ET1 reaches the steady state. The time‐
averaged entrainment rate is computed thereafter.
The second method is to directly compute the
chemical flux of the dense material in the upwell-
ing plume area above the dense layer. The chemical
flux is represented as Cu2, where C and u2 are the
chemical composition and the vertical velocity. The
entrainment rate is then computed as the integrated
chemical flux over a horizontal line at a proper
height. In this study, we compute the entrainment
rates with chemical flux over three different lines
with z = 0.5, 0.75 and 0.875 (Figure 10c, three
white lines). If numerical errors are small, the
entrainment rates determined from these two
methods should be consistent with each other. The
results are shown in Figure 12. For case ET1 with
B = 1.2, the red circle shows result from the first
method and the three green squares show the inte-
grated chemical flux over the three white lines. The
entrainment rates measured by the two approaches
are consistent with each other. Moreover, the results
obtained from the integrated chemical flux over
the three white lines produce similar results. This
indicates that our methods for quantifying the
entrainment rate are robust. However, the time‐
averaged entrainment rate show rather large stan-
dard deviations (Figure 12), which reflect that the
entrainment rate of dense material varies signifi-
cantly with time.
[48] We then compute a series of cases which are
similar to case ET1 except that the buoyancy
number B for these cases varies between 1.0 and
0.6. Figures 10b and 10d show the mesh distribu-
tion, nondimensional temperature and chemical
composition for the case with B = 0.6 (i.e., the
smallest B considered in here) after it reaches a
steady state. It can be seen that a smaller buoyancy
Figure 11. (a) The time dependence of normalized total composition and (b) the entrained dense material above
z = 0.5, for the thermochemical convection cases with different chemical buoyancy number B.
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number leads to large deformation of the dense
layer [Davaille, 1999]. Figure 11a shows the total
composition with time for all these cases, sug-
gesting that the conservation of chemical compo-
sition is well satisfied for these cases. Figure 11b
shows the total volume of the entrained dense
material above z = 0.5 with time for all these cases.
We consider all these cases reaches steady state
after t = 0.25 and compute the averaged entrain-
ment rate thereafter. Figure 12 shows the resulted
entrainment rate from the two different methods for
all these cases. The results from these two methods
match each other quite closely (Figure 12), and we
thus consider our results as robust.
[49] Davaille [1999] showed that the entrainment
rate is dependent on the buoyancy number if other
parameters are fixed:
Qm ¼ cB2 11þ 1=B ; ð17Þ
where Qm is the entrainment rate and c is a con-
stant. Notice that equation (17) is a simplified form
from Davaille’s [1999] since we are using constant
viscosity and a fixed Rayleigh number here. In
Figure 12, we plot the analytic prediction of
entrainment rate according to equation (17). It can
be observed that the analytic prediction and the
numerical results agree with each other quite well.
The constant c in the equation (17) is chosen to best
fit the data, which means that varying c leads to
vertical shifts of the analytic curve.
5. Conclusion
[50] In summary, we develop a 2‐D finite element
code with the adaptive mesh refinement techniques
for compressible thermochemical mantle convection
modeling. We use a quadtree data structure to
facilitate the dynamical mesh refinement and
coarsening. The stabilized Q1 − Q1 finite element is
used to discretize the compressible thermochemical
convection equations. We also implement an
improved tracer method to better simulate the
chemical compositions for thermochemical con-
vection. The numerical results from our new code
are compared to analytic solutions and benchmark
results previously published. The agreement shows
that our code provides accurate results with a smaller
number of elements and shorter computational time
compared with results from uniformmeshes.We test
the resolving capability of our code with the
entrainment problem and compute the entrainment
Figure 12. The time‐averaged entrainment rates computed from two different methods for thermochemical convec-
tion cases with different chemical buoyancy number B. The red circles show the results from the first method, and the
green squares show the integrated chemical flux computed across the three lines in Figure 10c and 10d from the
second method. See text for the method details. The error bars show the standard deviations over the computed time
interval. The black line shows the analytic prediction from the equation (17).
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rate of a dense layer by upwelling plumes. The
agreement of the results from different methods and
from the analytic predictions demonstrates that our
code can be employed to study the thermochemical
convection problems which require high spatial
resolution to resolve chemical boundaries.
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